Privacy Policy
AsteReverse.com provides this privacy policy statement in order to advise their
commitment to maintain privacy.
To use this site you must complete the registration by specifying your Username,
password, age and place of residence. During this procedure you should also provide
information on how to be contacted via e-mail. This will allow us to provide better
support. The request for additional information allows us to offer a more efficient service.
As occurs in most e-commerce sites, the user's IP address and the origin of the web page
of are registered each time you visit the site. These data’s will be used only for
geographical and demographic statistics.
AsteReverse.com is the sole owner of your personal information and will not sell or lease
your data’s to third parties including your personal e-mail address, permanent resident
address and any other information shown on the registration form. We will use the
registered e-mail address only to send the user communications on their data’s, to
inform him/her of any promotions or organized events and any other communication
between the user and AsteReverse.
Our communications via e-mail may contain information, such as promotions and / or
special offers promoted by us or by partners on the sites. We may use "action tags, also
known as" single-pixel gifs, "to better comprehend your visit to our site or on partner’s
sites. Users can change their e-mail at any time. We provide users the opportunity to
"opt-out" their e-mail addresses.
AsteReverse.com to ensure privacy, will not advertise anything on the site or in any
other place in reference to your personal details including birth and surname name.
AsteReverse.com has chosen to make public only the Usernames and the city of
residence of the customers. If you are the successful winner of one or more items you
have the option to send us your comments with a feedback. AsteReverse may decide
whether to publish your comments on the site without any obligations.
If a User does not wish to receive promotions and/or newsletter and/or any other
information relating to the Service, AsteReverse.com may change e-mail defaults,
otherwise the User can login in the account and cancel their subscription (opt-out) and /
or subscribe to other e-mail promotions, newsletters.
As with most sites, AsteReverse.com uses cookies to keep track of the user on the site.
The User’s e-mail address is used so that we can provide information regarding our
services. The User’s financial information related to their Credit Card are handled directly
by the Merchant and not by AsteReverse.com.

We do not allow any third party to use and / or access our website for advertising other
purposes or to use the personal data of the user. Our Company has an obligation to
provide data to the User following an order issued by any Court of justice requiring
information related to anyone concerned. The only people authorized to inspect data’s or
billing information are the employees and / or employees authorized by
AsteReverse.com, who carry out their duties solely for the Service.
Children and Minors
The respect of the privacy of children or minors is considered particularly important to
the AsteReverse.com.
For this reason the Company does not retain information from those who have not
completed the age of majority. If we come across a minor under 18 years of age who is
using the Site, will immediately block the access.
If you breach the companies Terms & Conditions we then have the right to share your
personal information with our lawyers.
The company maintain the correct confidentiality of information regarding our Users and
this is considered a crucial feature of our business. We do not provide sales data or
communication of information to third parties. If AsteReverse is to be bought by another
company all User’s data’s will be transferred to the new data base. AsteReverse.com can
vary the Privacy Policy at any time.
In case of inquiries regarding this privacy policy please contact the following address:
info@astereverse.com

